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1. DISCUSSION ON THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR -GENERAL (Continuation)
DISCUSSION DU RAPPORT ANNUEL DU DIRECTEUR GENERAL (Suite)

The PRESIDENT: Will the meeting please come to order? We will continue

the discussión of the Director- Generalas Report. The Chair recognizes the

Chief Delegate of the Lebanon.

Dr. SHAKHASHIRI (Lebanon): A synoptic review of the Director -Generalts

Report to this Assembly calls in this short interval of time for the following

three general, brief, but unbiassed comments from the Lebanese Delegation.

First, in formulating its overall policy of activity -planning, WHO is

gradually shifting from the global priority approach via centralization to the

local, national, or regional priority approach based on decentralization. This

change of emphasis has been deemed necessary for obvious technical, administrative

and financial reasons. While it is more feasible, perhaps, on the one hand, to

make this shift of emphasis, on the other hand we feel, like our French colleagues

in this Assembly, that the global priority approach is, in some fundamental

reepeots, more desirable, although less feasible - because the world is as

healthy, not as its most, but as its least healthy section; because, in our

efforts as health -workers to overcome disease and to promote health, all of us

should, by the necessity of our calling, and in spite of the present development

of mante political consciousness, feel united in one front, in battle against one

common enemy, namely disease in the body of man; and lastly because, in this

world family of ours, there are health problems that cannot be solved by any

one individual member, just as individuals in any one nation cannot solve as such

their public -health problems, again for technical, financial and administrative

reasons. WHO, for all these reasons, is especially called upon to assume and

not to forsake its indispensable rule in meeting the public -health problems of the
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world as a whole.

Secondly, the Executive Board was wise enough to see in decentralization an

increasing demand on the administrative, technical and financial resources of

WHO. In this connexion, the budget for 1952 deserves the following remarks:

(a) The reduction in percentage funds allotted to headquarters, from

46% in 1950 to 36% in 1952, and the corresponding increase in percentage funds

allotted to the regions, from 46.9% in 1950 to 58% in 1952, is an apportionment

consistent with policy.

(b) The reduction in staff at headquarters, from 54% in 1950 to 31% in

1952, with the corresponding increase in the regional staff, is again a move

consistent with this change of policy or shift of emphasis. The principle

established by the Board (on page 35 of Official Records No.33) of selecting

personnel, not so much on a geographical basis as on a merit basis, is a most

praiseworthy suggestion. In it lurks the beginning of the necessary divorce

between current politics and modern science in dealing with the health problems

of man.

(c) The breakdown of the budget, least being allotted to the meetings, more

to the administrative and still much more to the operative procedures over the

years-1950-51-52, speaks for an organization that is trying to be active and

efficient and is profitably learning from the mistakes of its own tradition and

of its-predecessors in the international health field.

(d) The basis for the augmentation of the budget allotted to the various

regions from 1950 to 1952 is not apparent from the mere inspection of the figures.

Do regions get their share of the WHO budget on the basis of need, or of demand,

or of their share in contributing to its total budget? Africa, for 'instance,

has had a much smaller increase in its 1952 budget compared with its 1950 budget
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than any other region with the exception of Europe, which has an actual

expected decrease.

(o) We are not able to learn readily from the Report what percentage of

the total budget for.1952 goes to personnel. The reason for mentioning this

point is this: in several of the so- called under -developed countries, there is

a growing public impression that international organizations spend, on the whole,

most of their budget on personnel and not on services for the rendering of which

their personnel and the whole budget came into being.

Third and last points based on the last two items of the basic principles

of the Constitution of WHO, and on sub-clauses (e), (r) and (v) of Article 2 (all

of which have to do with peoples and with their governments) and on the statement

by the Executive Board on page 2 of Official Records No.33 referring to the

increasing need for a proper co- ordination of international health activities by

MHO for the welfare of local areas, especially in view of the increasing

financial and technical help that is being extended to these under -developed

areas from technical assistance, UNICEF, President Truman's Point Four Programme

etc., a further defence of the global priority approach can be launched. The

standardization of training of health workers; the uniform spread of health

education to the masses by these health workers, so that their respective

governments can in due time reflect in their health administrations the state

of development of mass health consciousness; the establishment of research and

epidemiological stations, one in every region of the health world, for the study

of the local biology and sociology of disease; the establishment in every region

of a laboratory for chemical and biological produce; the recognition in the

health field by WHO of the desirability of the existence of a world supervisory

authority, which is not merely advisory, before the politicians feel the same need
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at the political level, are all global, orientativo approaches that constitute

the very core of life of this organization.

WHO will continue to win more and more the respect of leading health

scientists, of leading therapeutic medical scientists, of the masses and of

governments, if it does not forsake this role of becoming a world authority in

the health field, not only academically as it were, but also with more judicious

pressure administratively.

In closing, many of us feel that politics and health do not go together.

They do actually go together, opposing each other frequently, and it is not

merely lack of money but political intervention that hampers health progress in

many instances. Man, said Aristotle, is a political animal, and insofar as we

are health workers rendering health services to the human population of the

globe and not to its animal population, we are bound to take full cognizance

of this immutable fact. lie should be primarily scientific health workers

conscious of health problems. The science of health and not the dictates of

politics should take priority in guiding our health strategy of war against

disease to win peace for the world. Political strategy may consider other

priorities. In this light, WHO is called upon to prove, in spite of the resignation

of some of its Members, that man, through reason and science, can be a more

expert politician in the Aristotelian sense than otherwise and can better solve

his local, national, international and global problems that he has ever been able

to do in the past by empiricism, sentiment and superstition.

The PRESIDENT: The Chair recognizes the Chief Delegate of Austria.

Dr. KI LUPI (Austria) : As the Chief Delegate of Austria to the Fourth World

Health Assembly, I have the honour of presenting to the Assembly the greetings
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of the á ustrian Government and of wishing this l.ssembly every possible success.

I also present the greetings of my Government and rr own compliments to the

Government of Switzerland which has so kindly welcomed us. Further, I wish to

pay my respects to the President of the Third World Health Lssembly, Rajkumari

L:nrit Kaur, and to the newly elected President of the Fourth l.ssembly, Dr. Scheele.

For the third time I have the honour to represent my country at the World

Health Y.sse13bly. I have seen the results of the activities of the World Health

Organization in my orn country, and I have heard what the World Health Organization

has achieved in other countries. This gathering gives me a welcome opportunity

to state that the work done by the Organization during the periods between its

l'ssemblies has been most excellent and has contributed much to the elevation of

health standards throughout the world, aven if its accomplishments were impeded

by many obstacles. The Report of the Director -General for the past year is a

striking document in this respect. J;ustria, with sincere gratitude, has parti-

cipated in the benefits offered by the World Health Organization during that year.

It therefore congratulates the Director -General, the Secretaridt and the

members of the Executive Board on their splendid accomplishments, and wholly

npprovcs the Report of the Director -General.

Insofar as we arc concerned, it is our earnest wish and aim so to consolidate

our gains in health that, in the future, we shall not only be able to subsist

without help from abroad, but shall also be in a position to contribute in a

s oc',st way to the help liven to other countries.

It is not my intention to review the health situation in Lustria, but I

think it necessary to stress certain factors in order to prove that the

assistance riven to us was not fruitless and that we are definitely on the way

t-war'.s reaching the desired goal.
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Ls a matter of fact, the health situation in r.ustria is now gradually

becoming normal. There was a further decrease in the incidence of communicable

diseases in the past year; the control of venereal diseases, having been a

real problem only in the immediate postwar period, is now satisfactory. The

great antituberculosis campaign started in 1949, with the aid of the Joint

Enterprise, was continued in 1950 by our own teams, and up to now 750,000

children and young people from 0 to 18 years have been tested, and about

500,000 have been vaccinated with B;G'against tuberculosis. Moreover, since

October 1950, the national vaccine production plant in Vienna is producing

C.mette vaccine in sufficient quantity and quality to ensure the continuation

of the BCG- vaccination programme throughout Austria. Another achievement has

been the establishment of the penicillin- production plant, which at present

covers only 30% of the demands of 1 ;ustria, but which, with relatively little

technical assistance, will soon be able fully to meet national requirements.

Ls to research, I shall only mention the establishment of the WHO Influenza

Centre for Austria, the centre for the study of the salmonella group in our

National Bacteriological Institute in Vienna, and the projected Cancer Research

Institute.

As to the education and training of our physicians and sanitary personnel,

it is evident that our formerly renowned medical schools are beginning to regain

their position in the medical world. This is due to the fact that Austrian

teachers and students have recently been given the opportunity to contact foreign

scientists and to learn abroad those new developments in the scientific world

to which we had no access during the war.

We also plan to extend the training of Austrian public -health officers from

one year to two years and to establish for that purpose an academy for
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postgrac.uate training in public -health which will be similar to recognized

public -health schools abroad.

It was with the greatest interest, therefore, that we in Austria took

notice of the programme of the Fourth World Health 4.ssembly and learned that

the problem of expanding and improving the professional and technical training

of medical and other health personnel has been designated as one of the main

topics to be discussed. This problem is vitally important for the entire world

and it is absolutely essential that an international solution be reached.

The present training of physicians brings them too little into contact

with the realities of the lives of their patients and neglects the requirements

of modern social and preventive medicine.

It is sufficiently known that wide regions of the world lack necessary

medical personnel, while others have an abundance of trained physicians, many

of whom, if properly sponsored, might go abroad and help their less fortunate

neighbours. The only remedy, I might even say the conditio sine qua non, to

dispose of this unsatisfactory worldwide situation, would seem to be to

establish international basic licensing standards of universal applicability,

and to give physicians of every country the possibility of exercising their

profession anyirdlere.

Perhaps even more essential is an at least partially standardized training

of all public -health officers throughout the world. The drawing -up of

International Sanitary Regulations, the other main topic to be considered by

e Fourth World Health ssembly, will do much to bring about such a standard-

ization in the training of health officers.

Thus the two great tasks with which the world Health Organization is faced

are, to a certain extent, interlinked. Their solution would be an outstanding
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achievement, which would do much to bring the nations into closer contact, and

promote understanding and peace.

May I assure you that 41ustria will co- operate to the utmost in the solution

of these problems, although, relatively speaking, her material assistance can

only be modest.

The PRESIDENT: The Chair recognizes the Chief Delegate of Ceylon.

Mr. NLLLILH (Ceylon): Permit me, Mr. President, to offer you the very

warm congratulations of the Ceylon Delegation. Your election is not only a

recognition of the great interest you are taking in the activities of this

organization, but a tribute to the generosity of your great country. I believe

that one of the most significant events of the present century is the emergence

of the United States of 4.merica as the leader of the free nations of the world.

America today is something like a fairy godmother to the nations, and not only

to the nations, but also to the various specialized agencies of the United

Nations. It is, therefore, my faith that while you are the head of this

organization you will use your influence with your Government to make Jmerica

play a leading part in spreading the Organizations activites.

Insofar as my country is concerned, from the time that it became a member

of this :assembly it has played its part most loyally. The Minister for Health

who has represented my country on two occasions here, and to whose ability and

interest the delegates here will, I believe, testify, has functioned for a year

as the President of the South -East Lsia Regional Committee, and our country had

the pleasure of receiving and entertaining the delegates of the various nations

of the region only last year. Our country is again going to be the venue.of

another meeting which is being organized by this organization.
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ire are quite willing to play our part in improving the health and conditions

of the people. As a matter of fact, the Government of Ceylon had taken steps

to control malaria a long time before this 0r ganizati m ;:'as storted, and I can tell

you that malaria, which was the dread scourge of our country, is today very much

under control, and that the morbidity rate has been reduced from something like

400 to about 80. ;de have one of the best public -health organizations of any

Asiatic country, and we therefore trust that when this organization sets up

training centres our country will be selected for the establishment of such

training centres.

But I must draw the attention of the members here to the fact that South -

East Asia today is not receiving as much aid as it ought. Remember the fact

that many of the European countries, which today enjoy a high standard of life

and a high standard of health, owe their prosperity to the South -East Asian

countries, and it is only fair that now, at least, they should make a return for

all the benefits they have derived. :+e are not asking it as a mere favour.

I say that the European nations of the world owe to the South -East Asian nations

a duty that they shall undertake to raise the living conditions and the health

conditions of the people of those areas, whom they have exploited for over 200

years.

Sir, I Irish also to draw the attention of the members to the speech made on

the last occasion by the Secretary -General of the United Nations. He had

pointed out to you that the challenge of the second half of this present century -

of the next twenty years - is the challenge of the 1,600 million peoples of the

Asian countries. Until and unless speedy steps are taken to improve the living

conditions of the people of those areas, there shall be no peace whatsoever in

this world. No natter what the defence expenditure of any country is. Now,
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when we consider facts, the Director- General of 'H0 is today finding it

difficult to collect together a paltry eight million dollars for an organization

of this nature. 'de are also reminded that there are nations which are prepared

to spend 60 billion dollars on defence. I say that the surest way to bring

peace into this world is to encourage activities of organizations of this nature,

and I therefore trust that America, which is today blessed with vast resources,

with leadership and with technical skill, will undertake to bring about a

reformation - a revolution - in the world, by taking the leadership not in war

but in fighting disease. I therefore trust, Sir, that you will use your

influence with your Government and so help AO to attain its ideals.

The PRESIDENT: The Chair recognizes the Chief Delegate of Liberia.

DR. TOGPA (Liberia): Liberia congratulates the Director -General and his

staff on this great report of 1950 enumerating the numerous accomplishments

made with the relatively meagre and limited funds at hand.

For the first time in the history of the World Health Organization some-

thing concrete was done for Africa south of the Sahara. A Malaria Conference

was held in Kampala, Uganda, from November to December 1950, at which were

present experts from various parts of Africa at the World Health Organization's

expense. The conference was very profitable and proved that everyone realized

malaria to be the major problem of Africa and was interested in its eradication

or reduction.

To make the activities of the ",dorld Health Organization more personal -

Liberia was highly honoured by the visit of two experts from headquarters - one

a public -health administrator, the other an environmental- sanitation engineer.

The experts were in Liberia for two weeks in August last year. During that
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time they were given first -hand information and taken to various parts of the

country to see for themselves where our greatest problems lie. Our President

was so pleased with their visit that he did all within his power to prove his

appreciation of whatever help can be given by the World Health Organization.

As a result of the visit of the experts, two advisers were sent to Liberia for

three months. The mission of the advisers was very fruitful. They were able

to study our problems more closely. Their reports are in then eking and should

reveal valuable information and important recommendations for Liberia.

There was also a very brief visit of the Director of the Office for

Africa. We look forward to a longer visit from him.

The various visits of experts from the World Health Organization created

much interest and aroused the curiosity of the people of Liberia.

We regret that the followup of experts recarimended._ tc- us._by,hç; sir
has not been forthcoming. We had requested two teams - one in epidemiology

and the other in environmental sanitation. As has been frequently pointed out

by Liberia, environmental sanitation is the chief means by which the principal

diseases of Africa can be conquered. More emphasis must therefore be placed

on it.

Liberia is grateful for being able to receive technical assistance from

the United States of America. By co- operation between the two governments,

extensive plans are being made for improvement of the health of the country.

We wish that the World Health Organization would make a contribution towards

accomplishing our goal in the field of health.

We greatly hope that during this year the World Health Organization will be

able to grant Liberia fellowships on the undergraduate level and send experts in

environmental sanitation and in public -health administration. We also hope that
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during this Fourth _.ssembly we shall be able to establish the Regional Bureau

for Africa.

de appreciate the past and look forward not only to a healthier Liberia,

but also a healthier Africa and a healthier world.

DR. TRIANTAFYLLOU (Greece): In reading the Director -Generalts Report one

is impressed by the wide scope of the activities undertaken and the importance

of the assistance provided. Let me therefore be allowed to thank on behalf of

air country the President of the Assembly, the Executive Board, the members of

the expert committees and the Director -General for all they have done.

Greece greatly appreciates the material and scientific assistance generously

extended to her by many nations during her hour of trial. Experience has

taught us faith in international institutions, among which the World Health

Organization is far from the least. We believe that both from the moral and

practical points of view the value and usefulness of the World Health Organization

has been very great. The prestige of the Organization is well established in

my country, as it undoubtedly must be all over the world. We believe, there-

fore, that the rganization should be supported by all means. Greece hopes

and wishes to see the existing ties among the Members of the World Health

Organization strengthened even more, in a united effort to raise the standards

of this institution and render it the world centre of medical thought and the

co- ordinator in all fields of health activities. Good results are already

obvious from the Director- Generalas Report.

I would like to mention just two examples of progress achieved in my

country with international assistance. We have practically disposed of the

ancient scourge of malaria by DDT. It was done with the assistance of such
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agencies as the Rockefeller Foundation's International Health Division, UNRRA:,

ECA, and the World Health Organization. We may be on our way to dealing with

the tuberculosis problem. We were helped in it - in its aspects of preventive

vaccination (ECG), early diagnosis, and clinical care - by UNRRA, the World

Health Organization, the International Tuberculosis Campaign and especially

by UNICEF and ECA. It is reasonable to assume that it would have taken much

longer to arrive at this stage of programme development without international

assistance.

Every country has of course particular problems and special local con-

ditions, the study and facing of which need a special approach. The solution

of these problems is, however, made easier by drawing, through the World Health

Organization, on the aggregate worldwide experience and knowledge; it is also

made easier by making use of the prestige that is carried by recommendations

and assistance provided by international bodies such as the World Health

Organization.

It is obvious at the same time that advice and recommendations are not

enough, especially where poor and devastated countries are concerned. The

World Health Organization should acquire greater economic power, so that it

may be able to give essential assistance to the nations in greater need, by

granting to them more scholarships, by setting up demonstration teams for the

new methods of scientific work, by establishing new practical measures of

organizing the health services, and by direct material support to governments.

We should not however lose sight of the fact that a most important function

should be to educate and train the peoples of the world in believing in the

supreme importance of good health; to propagate among the governing classes
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the idea that without physical and mental health there is no happiness in man;

that money spent on health is productive and that therefore such expenses

should be in close relation with local needs and an important proportion of

the national revenue; that health promotion and medical care are the right

of the people and the duty of the State as well as that of all the civilized

world; that doctors, nurses and other health personnel should be adequately

trained and given a satisfactory position in the social and State hierarchy.

All the countries are nowadays so near each other, and their problems

are so closely related and affect each other so much, that no country can be

safe and happy when the other is suffering and undermined by disease. The

world Health Organization has a great contribution to make.

The PRESIDENT: Is there any additional discussion? The Chair now gives

the floor to the Director -General.

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL: May I express for the Secretariat and ryself

our gratitude to those members of the Assembly who have given very constructive

criticisms and have shown very helpful attitudes. These statements will

provide very valuable guidance for the Committee on Programme, the Executive

Board, and the Secretariat, in designing and planning and carrying out the

work in the future. Mr President, in presenting to the Assembly the

Director -General's Report for l550, I think, without too much self -congratulation

on the part of the Organization, it may be recognized that a good deal of

constructive work has been done. It has to be seen in the context of the

years that went before it and in the context of the future, and particularly

of the changing situation which faces the Organization in 1951 and in 1952.
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At the beginning of its work, only the World Health Organization was in the

field in terms of long -term care for the health of the peoples of the world.

That situation has changed extensively. Now, the United Nations Children's

Emergency Fund is expending very large amounts of money in the health field

in many parts of the world. The United Nations technical assistance programme

is becoming very large. The bilateral technical assistance programmes of the

United States of America, the Commonwealth "Colombo" Plan, Union Française and

those from other directions are also becoming large. This has changed much of

the environment in which the viorld Health Organization works and the conditions

of its work. The World Health Organization is being recognized by all the agencies

providing help in the health field as the international co- ordinating agency.

Without a high degree of co- ordination, the extensive help that is being given

in many places could, in fact, become disrupting to the orderly development of

health services within countries, and there is still that danger. The problem

of co- ordination is difficult because the necessities binding the various

organizations which are providing help are quite different. Their terms of

reference vary widely, and under these circumstances, co- ordination in an attempt

to make all the work of all the organizations both productive and evenly distri-

buted and helpful to the countries concerned is not at all easy. There is as well

the work that has to be done co- operatively between the ,orld Health Organization

and the Food and Agriculture Organization, UNESCO, the International Labour

Organization, International Bank, and other organizations. There is a good deal
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of co- operative work going on between the World Health Organization and the

non -governmental organizations which are in relationship with it, or with whom

only ad hoc arrangements have been made to cover certain common work that is

being done between MO and such organizations. It is being recognized very

widely that the World Health Organization does indeed hold the place of directing

and co- ordinating authority on international health work. But this carries its

complications with it. It has enormously increased the work of the Organization.

It is true that funds available from other sources, through the technical

assistance programme, through UNICEF, and from other directions, have increased

health work greatly, but they are not taking care at all of the necessities of

the World Health Organization for assuming this greatly enlarged r6le of co-

ordination. The World Health Organization very early in its history decided to

adopt a special type of organization, a decentralized regionalized organization.

The more the present situation develops, the more it becomes clear that the

International Health Conference which adopted that system showed great prevision

and great wisdom. There is no doubt that the system which has been now adopted

and which is in force in the World Health Organization is by far the most

efficient system for doing the kind of work which the World Health Organization

is now called on to do.

Only with such a system would it be possible to undertake the degree of

co- ordination which is expected of this organization at the present time. 1950

was a year of building, of progress in the Organization. One cannot say the same

for 1951. It is true that certain progress will be made this year, but the
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budget, the total budget, the regular budget of the World Health Organization

for 1951 is less than for 1950 - this in the face of considerably raised prices

and costs, in the face of the necessity for within -grade increases in salaries,

for necessary home leave for the staff of the Organization, greatly increased

over the early years of WHO, so that the actual money available for services

of the Organization in the regular budget will be very considerably less this

year than last year. In other words, in many fields of the work of the

Organization this is not a year of progress but a year of regression, a year

of retreat from responsibilities.

In the present situation, the World Health Organization is having to

refuse to undertake many responsibilities which it is expected to assume by

the United Nations, by other specialized agencies and by other intergovernmental

and non -governmental organizations.

We are finding it not possible to attend many meetings at which the World

Health Organization should be represented, because the money simply is not

available.

After only two - and- -a half years of life, the Organization, then, has

suffered a sharp set -back - a cut in its 1951 programme. This is serious, but

it is still possible to repair the damage that is being done and will continue

to be done this year to the responsible position of the World Health Organization.

In 1951 the Organization should have begun to reap the benefit of its

organizational pattern, but it is doing so only to a minor degree and it will

not be possible to reap the benefit of that pattern this year.
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The decentralized pattern, the regionalized pattern, is an expensive one.

At a level of approximately X6,000,000 it does not begin to pay off, and it

does not become economically sensible at a level below g and 81/2 million dollars.

At the present time the overhead is too high. The housekeeping costs too

much. An excellent machine has been built, but there is not enough fuel with

which to run it. Too high a percentage of the money available to the Organization

necessarily, under these circumstances, has to go into organization and staff,

and not a high enough percentage can go into the work of the 'Jlorld Health

Organization in the countries which need that work.

This, then, is a crucial moment for the Organization at its Fourth World

Health Assembly. This is a time at which the future course of the Organization

will be determined because of the responsibilities that appertain to this

organization by virtue of its Constitution, and by virtue of the acceptance of

these responsibilities by other agencies and widely throughout the world. If

these responsibilities are not assumed by the ','orld Health Organization, they

will be assumed by other organizations. The co- ordination that is so important

and to which attention has been called repeatedly by the United Nations General

Assembly and Economic and Social Council will to a considerable extent break

down.

It is vastly important that this responsibility - and the whole of it -

should be accepted by the Norld Health Organization at this time. There are

three courses open:
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The World Health Organization may give up its concept of one world health

organization, strengthen its regional offices, greatly reduce its central

office and implement the idea that some nations had at the beginning, that

there should be only a loose federation of autonomous regional organizations.

This would require an extensive change in the Constitution of course, but

it is a course which should be considered and considered seriously unless

something better can be sound

Another possibility, also involving considerable change in the Constitution,

would be to retreat from the decentralized position and, like the other

specialized agencies, support only a centralized organization, sending out,

as may be desirable, individuals or missions or groups to work in countries

or to work with countries.

The other alternative is to support the work of the World Health

Organization in its constitutional form and not to weaken or back down from the

commitments made only three years ago by the nations of the world to accept

responsibilities which this Organization has not yet accepted, except on paper.

The acceptance of those responsibilities requires a budget of not less than

eight and a half million dollars and on less than that they cannot be

accepted. The World Health Organization will not be in a position to

fulfil the terms of its Constitution on any lesser budget than that.
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The whole role of the World Health Organization in the future depends on the

decisions to be made at this Assembly and the willingness or otherwise of the

nations of the world to contribute a sufficient amount, so that their own

decisions, taken not once but repeatedly, will in fact be implemented through

the work of this World Health Organization to the satisfaction of countries

which need this work and in the avoidance of a great deal of confusion that will

persist unless the World Health Organization can assume this responsibility

which belongs to it under the decision of the nations of the world.

DATE OF MEETING OF REGIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE WESTERN PACIFIC
DATE DE REUNION DU COMITE REGIONAL POUR LE PACIFIQUE OCCIDENTAL

The PRESIDENT: Does anyone wish to make additional comments?

We have an additional item of business this afternoon. It was agreed in

the General Committee this noon that we should consider a resolution relating

to the holding of a meeting by the Regional Committee for the Western Pacific.

This is a matter of considerable urgency, since a tentative date of 18 May has

been discussed and notification will have to be given very soon if the Assembly

wishes to permit such a meeting to take place. The resolution which is before

us is contained in document A4/43, which was delivered to you this'morning.

I will read it in case you dontt have it with you.

The Director -General has the honour to transmit to the Fourth World

Health Assembly the following communication from the delegations of Cambodia,

Korea, Laos, Philippines and Viet Nam:

Pursuant to the authorization of the Third World Health Assembly
for the establishment as soon as possible of the Regional Organization for

the ,Jéstern Pacific the first meeting of the Regional Committee for the
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Western Pacific was convened to meet in Hongkong on 12 March 1951.
The Executive Board at its seventh session decided, in view of the

situation in that area, that the proposed meeting in 1951 of the
Regional Committee for the Western Pacific should be postponed.

As it is the desire of our delegations to hold the postponed
meeting of the Regional Committee for the Western Pacific in Geneva
during the current month, and as the Executive Board will not have the

opportunity prior to that time to remove the limitation contained in
its resolution, the Fourth World Health Assembly is requested to take
the necessary action to clear the way for the convening of the first
meeting of the Regional Committee by approving a resolution along the

following lines:

The Fourth World Health Assembly,

Having noted the resolution of the Executive Board at its
seventh session relating to the postponement of the meeting of

the Regional Committee for the Western Pacific, and

Having received from a majority of the delegations of
countries in the Western Pacific area a request to hold the
meeting in Geneva during the current month,

DECIDES that the period of postponement shall be terminated
and that the first meeting of the Regional Committee for the
Western Pacific may be convened during the month of May 1951, in
Geneva.

Is the Assembly agreeable to'approting this proposal?

Does anyone wish to discuss it?

Since there are no objections, this proposal is approved. We have no

additional business this afternoon, and the Chair declares the meeting adjourned.

The meeting rose at 6.40 p.m.
La séance est levée á 18.h.40


